Abstract. The paper raise the issue of theoretical aspects of local development and transaction costs. The main aim of the paper was to identify investment incentives offered by the local government and to recognize their importance in reducing enterprise transaction costs. The article discuss the findings on the enterprise transaction costs in the relation to the local governments and their potential investment attractiveness. To this end the correlation between potential investment attractiveness of local governments and their investment incentives offer was analysed. Authors presented the results of the research conducted in Poland regarding investment incentives offered at the local level. Moreover, a typology of investment incentives (financial and non-financial) offered by the local government, which can result in reducing the enterprise TCs, were pointed out.
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1. Introduction

Globalization, regionalization, role of small and medium enterprises in economic development and the increasing importance of entrepreneurship stimulation policies drew attention of many researchers to local and regional causes. Creating a pro-innovative and pro-entrepreneurial environment is generally seen as a government task and the entrepreneurial behaviour is more commonly seen as the private sector domain. The interest in what we might call public sector and entrepreneurship is developing. The notion of pro-entrepreneurial government has been used in a number of divergent contexts eg. Bellone, Goerl, Moon, Shockley, Frank, Stough (Luke, Verreyenne, Kearins 2010).

The role of local government (LG) in socio-economic development is not a new issue and it is discussed in the subject literature on local economic development (Collinge 1992). There have been conducted both theoretical and empirical research in this field (Xiaohong, Chen 2016). Scientist from 70’ investigate LG economic role (Johnson, Cochrane 1981). The LG interacts with residents and the private sector, as well as serves services for residents and businesses (Thomo, Littunen, Storhamar 2010). Therefore, the role of LG is crucial in fulfilling needs of citizens and entrepreneurs (Moschidis, Ismyrlis 2018).

Local development (LD) it is a process that takes place in a particular territory and depends on the ability to create and stimulate its own development. LD as a specific category of socio-economic development is defined as qualitative changes related to a given area in terms of the standard of living of the population and the conditions of functioning of economic entities (Pike, Rodriguez-Pose, Tomaney 2017). LD initiatives are aimed at boosting the economy through the use of local resources. This is so-called bottom-up development (Kisman,Tasar 2014). However, in the context of regional development there also exists a top-down approach and it is important that bottom up initiatives should be skillfully linked to top-down central-level policies. Top-down approaches take into account the socio-economic environment and external factors in the socio-economic development process. Main theories concerning top-down development are represented inter alia by Smith, Ricardo, Keynes, North, Innes, Myrdal, Schumpeter, Hirschman, Perroux, Friedmann and others. According to the above-mentioned authors LD is supported by central authorities and diffusion of development generated in regions by leading centers (centers, cores) (Dzwigol et al. 2019). It is worthwhile to note that Nelson presents applying regional development theory to LD policy and he also presents both development-from-the-above and development-from-below schools in regional development (Bingham, Mier 1993). The LD requires actions at the local level that address the unique character of a particular territory. LD may be identified with intentional actions of local authorities which are aimed at creating new values as well as rational and effective use of human, natural, and cultural resources. A local government is not the only subject implementing LD but there are also non-governmental organizations, enterprises and the local society.

The role of LG in the context of supporting entrepreneurship is not new and it is discussed in the subject literature. To explain it, it is worth to mention approaches of neo-Marshallian Italian theorists who were explaining the phenomenon of the new industrial districts. The pioneers in the research were Becattini (1992), Bagnasco (1977) and then developed by researchers such as Stöhr, Ciciotti, Wettmann: indigenous potential, Johannison: local context, Secchi and Garofoli: system areas, Courlet-Bernard Pecqueur and Ganne: localized industrial system (Capello 2011). Moreover the past two decades have witnessed pressure on local authorities to become more entrepreneurial (Bond 2005).

In the paper we concentrate on the LG activities which indirectly contribute to LD. A local government is an important subject influencing investment that significantly contributes to local and regional development Gorzelak, Grosse, Miszczuk, Dziemianowicz (Serocka 2016). It has been obliged to perform both obligatory tasks as well as facultative tasks, aiming at satisfying the needs of local society as well as programming and
implementation of LD. It should be emphasized that LGs create a local social-economic reality. LG is oriented to the needs of a given local community, the possibilities of reasonable utilization of this area resources, the level of infrastructure, education etc. LG provides the unique added value to the development process. Apart from the activities defined above, local authorities exceed their locality and play an important role in accelerating the development process. LG is responsible for the issues related to current and future needs of a local community, inter alia for forecasting development directions, tendencies and development barriers, prevention of barriers formation and creation of cooperation system. LG are creators of development processes – they undertake actions to create conditions for the development of entrepreneurship and support it. LG initiates changes and implements stimulating entrepreneurship policies. It is regarded as formally responsible for undertaking activities which result in certain local regions being attractive for a potential entrepreneur (Lakshmanan, Chatterjee 2009).

In the paper we concentrate on the LG’s activities which can contribute to LD. The starting point for our research was our perception that in a rapidly changing economy, which is dominated by technological progress and economy, the realities of functioning of the LG have also changed. We claim that websites of LG are becoming more and more popular and important for clients – entrepreneurs. The website of a particular LG is the place which is visited by an entrepreneur as the first one to search for information. Therefore, the data placed there and the way they are communicated may have an impact on reducing the TCs for an entrepreneur. The access to information, transparency of the investment offer, its readability and accuracy have an impact on the time that entrepreneur can devote to obtain and verify the aforementioned information. In addition, the readiness and response of the local authorities in the context of entrepreneurship is crucial.

We claim that the activity of the LG in the field of creating investment incentives which are designed to meet the needs of a particular locality can result in reducing the enterprise TCs.

The aim of the paper is to identify investment incentives offered by the LG and to recognize their importance in reducing enterprise TCs. To this end, we designed and conducted nonreactive and reactive research. According to the triangulation method, our research were based on the following methods: desk research, electronic audit, electronic survey and mystery client. The detailed methodology of the study, sampling frame and selection of the research sample are outlined in this paper. To identify financial and non-financial examples of investment incentives offered at the local level by the LGs in Poland we used desk research as well as survey.

To reach the main goal of the paper we formulated the following research hypothesis:

1. Local regions with the higher PIA (class A, B, C) offer more investment incentives and have higher level of pro-entrepreneurial behaviour can be observed.
2. Pro-entrepreneurial behavior and investment incentives offered by the LGs influence on reducing enterprise transaction cost.

What we understand as pro-entrepreneurial behaviour is behaviour such as permanent readiness for cooperation and quick reaction and response of the LGs to the needs of entrepreneurs in a new business creation context. Success in initiating and driving the European funding process involved proactiveness, innovation, risk-taking, leadership and creativity, a combination of attributes associated with entrepreneurial behaviour. Wrote about it eg. Miller and Friesen, Timmons and Spinelli.

In the paper we examined dependencies between the level of potential investment attractiveness (PIA) indicator of local regions and their pro-entrepreneurial behavior, as well as their response to the electronic survey and a mysterious customer. In order to confirm the dependence between PIA and pro-entrepreneurial behaviour we used statistical tools. Furthermore, our research was concentrated on examining how Polish LGs have prepared their websites in the context of their investment offer. We verified the LGs readiness to help and cooperate with entrepreneurs, and
also pointed out what kind of investment incentives (financial and non-financial) they offer, which can result in reducing the enterprise TCs.

It is worth to mention about interesting empirical research aimed at how institutional environment specific factors affect the dynamics of entrepreneurship that was conducted by Roman, Rusu, Stoica (Roman et al. 2017). Their research presented the new expectations towards LGs and new tasks that result from the progressing process of socio-economic development and socio-political changes.

The interesting research was an object of investigation presented by other researchers in the report entitled *Institutional efficiency and local economic development-factors and interactions* (Marks-Bielska et al. 2017). The researchers introduced the concept of institutional efficiency and define it as “permanent readiness to maintain partner economic and social relations, both with entrepreneurs and with the local community; the ability of a quick, competent response of the local authorities to the needs of entrepreneurs who intend to establish and run a company in a given local region.” (Marks-Bielska et al. 2017). These studies confirm the validity of the analyzed topic, emphasize the role of the LG authorities and their pro-entrepreneurial attitudes in the LD.

2. Pro-entrepreneurial incentives of local government in creating investment attractiveness and reduction transaction costs of enterprises

The significant role of entrepreneurship in the economic development is an interest of scholars and policy makers at various levels (Eddelani et al., 2019; Sasonko et al., 2019; Petrenko et al., 2019; Orynbassarova et al., 2019). One can find in literature the investigation concerning the dynamics of entrepreneurship in different countries depending on the lifecycle of business in order to identify the segments that require at most support of public authorities. The ability of LGs to attract entrepreneurs and to entice them to locate and conduct their business activity in their local region, is called investment attractiveness (IA) (Jac, Vondrackova 2017). IA is perceived as meeting the expectations of enterprises while considering investing in a defined investment location (Godlewska-Majkowska 2011). According to the Gdańsk Institute for Market Economics, IA „is understood as a capability to attract investment through a combination of business benefits linked to location. The areas that produce an optimal combination of location factors offer the best conditions to business operators and hence attract investment” (Nowicki 2012). Investment attractiveness is also defined on the basis of the location determinants leading to the reduction of investment and operational costs of an enterprise, thus contributing to maximization of profits and the reduction of risk of the investment failure. (Šebestová et al. 2015). The entrepreneur locating business in the local region decides for a certain offer and enters a specific environment of an enterprise (O’Gorman, Kautonen 2004). Moreover, the group of factors or incentives that determine the company’s location decision are not universal and might heavily depend on the LGs policies, specific assets, local strategies of development etc. Moreover, the entrepreneurs’ decisions are influenced by access to information (the possibility of obtaining necessary information in order to reduce TC of enterprises (see picture 1). Therefore, in order to reduce a company’s TC, the LGs should conciously tackle the easiness in availability of information characterizing a certain local region and should also inform and ensure favorable policy for entrepreneurs starting their businesses (Taylor 2006).

Transaction cost analysis is recognized as crucial in new institutional economics: Coase, Davis and North, Alchian and Demsetz, North, Williamson (1998), Klein, Crawford, and Alchian, Williamson, which focuses on how institutional rules structure the process of economic exchange (Lubell et all. 2017).

TC might consist of, among others, communication costs, time costs, government fees, taxes, information and search costs, administration costs and brokerage commissions. Throughout the literature, authors are mainly interested in studying the influence of transaction costs on portfolio choice and stock pricing (Ismael 2017).
TC are understood as costs occurring in the process of economic exchange between the exchange parties. They include among others the costs of checking the other party, costs of a contact resulting from the economic transaction, costs of transaction negotiations, costs of transaction contract creation, or costs of contract execution monitoring. In the context of the investment attractiveness and search of investment location, TC occur in relation to the identification and selection of the investment area (greenfield, brownfield), recruitment and training of employees, identification and contracting of suppliers. All these costs can be minimized by the LGs acting as a broker consciously minimizing asymmetry of information searched by transaction parties. Activities and services aiming at mitigation of transaction risk and elimination of information asymmetry between transaction parties maximize frequent and successful contracting (Hwang 2015).

The range of TC might vary depending on quality of formal and informal institutions in the defined locations. Therefore the potential investment attractiveness of a given location results from the preferences and choices of entrepreneurs willing to conduct economic transactions in that location. The transaction costs theory is directly linked with the school of new institutional economics (NIE). Formal and informal institutions are the key research subject of NIE and therefore it can influence minimization of TC for parties, and this way they have an impact on the attractiveness of economic exchange.

The literature review demonstrates that entrepreneurship in public organizations is a phenomenon that has been investigated very little to date, especially in the entrepreneurship literature. The existing studies are mainly conceptual (based on intuition or informal opinion) and non-cumulative. The main methods used to provide evidence are ad hoc biographies or case studies. Additionally, this paper attempts to fill the literature gap by empirically testing the applicability of the concept of public sector entrepreneurship in the context of European local government (Zerbinati, Souitaris 2005).

3. The methodology of the research

In order to compliment the empirical research, we decided to use the Boolean keyword searching and subject term searching in the following databases: EBSCO, Emerald and Google Scholar. The authors used these databases to search for phrases reflecting the investigated issues (local development, local government, transaction cost, investment attractiveness) and Boolean search operators such as AND, NEAR and PHRASE. The research was conducted between 21st -24th of July 2017. We checked coexistence of entrepreneurial activities investment attractiveness and transaction costs with local development, and also local government in scholar publications. The detailed analysis of the Boolean search results conducted by the authors led them to the conclusion that there existed a research gap in the field of the investment attractiveness and entrepreneurial activities in the context of the TC incurred (being lowered) by enterprises.

In the context of the research sampling frame the authors used the population of all local regions in Poland and performed stratified random sampling. The Authors intended to link identified activities of local regions with their potential investment attractiveness. Therefore, the indicator of PIA of local regions was used to define subpopulations constituting the base for stratification within the sampling frame. The indicator in question was developed in Warsaw School of Economics by a team of researchers. The methodology of its calculation has been thoroughly described in the subject literature (Godlewska- Majkowska, 2011). According to this methodology, the level of the potential investment attractiveness of a given spatial unit is determined by a number of sub-indices, aggregated in the so-called microclimates. There exist 5 microclimates calculated to determine the level of the potential investment attractiveness of a spatial unit: human resources, technical infrastructure, social infrastructure, market, and administrative ones. Sub-indices are calculated on the basis of quantitative data collected by the Central Statistical Office of Poland. Therefore, they are standardized and comparable among all the local territorial units in the country. Consequently, the degree of variation in the average level of total potential investment attractiveness, based on these microclimates, is presented by a synthetic indicator of the PIA.
As a result, all the local regions in Poland can be classified into 6 classes ranging from the most (class A) to the least attractive (class F). In our paper we used the synthetic PIA index based on the public statistics of 31st December 2014. Stratification in our research sample selection reflected potential investment attractiveness classes from A to F and resulted in 277 local regions in the final sample with assumed 95% level of confidence parameter and 5.5% level of expected error rate. The following detailed information reflecting the sample used in the research is presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential Investment Attractiveness Class (from A to F)</th>
<th>Total subpopulation of local regions within Potential Investment Attractiveness Class for 31st of December</th>
<th>Final sample of local regions reflecting Potential Investment Attractiveness, assumed level of confidence and expected error rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of local regions</td>
<td>2479</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own elaboration.

The research was conducted using both nonreactive and reactive research methods. The basic nonreactive research method used was electronic audit of official websites of the local regions. This electronic audit consisted of analyzing the local regions websites with the application of a structured questionnaire composed of 42 questions bundled in thematic blocks focused on communication of a local region with an entrepreneur, a local region’s investment offer, and local region investment incentives. The main purpose of the electronic audit was to identify and classify the content of the official websites of the local regions which could be useful for entrepreneurs. The electronic audit of all the 277 local regions with the usage of standardized set of questions and unified method of coding the answers was performed between 13th of July 2017 – 18th of August 2017.

What the authors decided to use as a reactive research method was the mystery customer method. We used the electronic correspondence prepared from the position of a company, which was sent to official electronic correspondence addresses of the local regions in the research sample. Our electronic account was created exclusively for the research purposes. The set correspondence consisted of a short introduction explaining the reason of the contact and 5 questions related to a new business activity planning to be set up in a given local region. We also enquired about the availability of the investment infrastructure, investment incentives and their support for entrepreneurs. The mystery customer research of all the 277 local regions with the usage of the standardized correspondence and a unified method of coding the answers was performed between 1st of August 2017 – 24th of August 2017. As 92 out of 277 local regions responded to the mystery customer, the response rate in the mystery customer method research was 33.2%. All the received answers were coded afterwards. The electronic audit research and mystery customer research were complemented with an electronic survey sent to the official administrative representatives of the local regions in the sample. The electronic survey consisted of 5 questions related to the subjective perception of attractiveness of the investment offer, their approach toward the decrease of costs of a new business activity set up and the factors important in a new entrepreneur’s attraction to the local region. The electronic survey research of all the 277 local regions with the usage of the standardized electronic survey questionnaire and the unified method of coding the answers was performed between 27th of July 2017 and 31st of August 2017. Among the 277 local regions research representatives only 33 sent filled questionnaires. The response rate in the electronic survey method was 11.9% and the received answers were coded properly. The empirical research data gathered with the usage of the above-mentioned methods and tools
was analyzed with the application of both quantitative and qualitative data analysis methods including the usage of Statistica software version 13.1. The sampling frame, research sample and methods used in the research performed are presented in picture 1.

![Sampling frame](image)

**Picture 1.** Sampling frame, research sample and methods used in research performed.

*Source:* Own elaboration.

### 4. Results and discussion

#### 4.1. Investment incentives of local government and reducing transaction costs for enterprises

Investment incentives are usually defined as measures or instruments which objective is to influence size, location or sector of considered direct investment through minimization of relative investment costs or risks. Scholars distinguish among others fiscal incentives, which are the most popular ones and refer to lowering the basis for calculation of the income tax. Financial incentives, which refer to subsidies and participation in the costs of investment by investment attracting party and legal incentives which lead to exemption of entrepreneur from certain obligations. To identify investment incentives offered by the LGs we conducted a desk research, which allowed us to prepare a list of incentives important for potential investors in order to decrease TC of enterprises.
The picture 2 presents local business environment in the context of investment attractiveness as well as investment incentives influencing TC of enterprises.

**Investment attractiveness factors of the region:** accessibility to transport, labor resources, absorption on capacity of markets, economic infrastructure, social infrastructure, level of economic development, condition of the natural environment, level of public safety, investor-oriented activities of the voivodships.

**Factors to implementation of investment projects in local regions**
- Independent on the LG
  - investment incentives
  - legal barriers
  - infrastructure
  - judiciary
  - financing
  - surrounding
- Dependent on the LG
  - overextended waiting time for a decision on the building conditions
  - overextended waiting time for the decision on the building permit (for cities with powiat status)
  - spatial planning
  - barriers of communal infrastructure
  - territorial marketing

**Resulting policy - enterprise external conditions in local region impacted by investment incentives to encourage potential investors**

**Examples of incentives influencing TC of enterprise in local region**

**Fiscal and financial investment incentives:**
- tax reliefs,
- special economic zones
- grants and subsidies,
- preferential loans,
- support for hiring unemployed and trainings,
- fee for local services

**Other incentives:**
- assistance in finding vacant land or premises,
- well-developed infrastructure
- diagnosis about local resources
- preparing land for investment,
- availability of strategic documents
- availability of planning documents
- information about local demand
- information about local cooperation networks
- information about local labor market
- information about brand and local product
- information about domestic and foreign economic entities
- information about entities looking for business partners

**Picture 2.** Scheme of local business environment in the context of investment attractiveness and investment incentives

*Source: own elaboration on basis (Maron 2013)*
The investment incentives offered to entrepreneurs include fiscal and financial encouragements. These incentives are designed to influence the attractiveness of certain local regions and to increase the financial efficiency of enterprises by reducing the cost of their current operations as well as their investment costs and taxes.  

On that base we created a questionnaire used in the audit of particular local regions websites. The electronic audit allowed us to check which investment incentives are offered in the examined local regions to enterprises in the context of reducing their transaction costs. In the course of our electronic audit research we distinguished between fiscal and financial (investigated as one type) and other investment incentives offered by local regions to entrepreneurs. Among all the sample of 277 local regions researched, 15% of them communicated offer of fiscal and financial incentives in their official websites. On average 26% of local regions with high PIA (class A-B) offered fiscal and financial incentives, whereas in relation to local regions with medium PIA (class C-D) and low PIA (class E-F) it was respectively 18% and 5%. Among fiscal and financial incentives offered, the most popular were exemption or decrease of local real estate tax, exemption or decrease of local vehicle tax, subsidy to setting-up economic activity, and subsidy to employment of juvenile employees. Detailed distribution of fiscal and financial incentives offered by local regions in our sample is presented in figure 1.

![Figure 1. Percentage of local regions from the research sample with fiscal and financial incentives for entrepreneur communicated through their official website and their PIA (class A-B – high, class C-D – medium, class E-F – low)](image)

In our research we also investigated other investment incentives with intention to identify non-fiscal and non-financial ones. Among 277 examined local regions, 15% of them communicated offer of non-financial and non-fiscal incentives in their official websites, but only a fourth of them belonged to the subpopulation of local regions that also offered fiscal and financial incentives elaborated above. Among the most interesting non-fiscal and non-financial incentives communicated in the official websites of local regions we identified offers of support in preparation of business plan, business advisory and business trainings, free of charge conference room for the use of entrepreneurs, or free of charge accounting services for starting entrepreneurs arranged by LG. Surprisingly these incentives were demonstrated mostly by local regions of medium PIA (class C-D) as they were offered on average by 16% of them. Local regions with the lowest PIA (E-F) and highest PIA (A-B) offered them with respectively 13% and 11% frequency. The difference in assumed high expectation toward demonstration of these type of incentives by high and medium class local regions resulted from the fact that high and medium class local
regions offered more incentives of fiscal and financial type. There is no doubt that the calculation of statistical metric of average for high class local regions has been impacted by no incentives of that type identified among local regions of B class. Details are presented in the figure 2.

![Potential Investment Attractiveness (PIA) of local region in the research sample](image)

**Figure 2.** Percentage of local regions from the research sample with non-fiscal and non-financial incentives for entrepreneurs communicated through their official website and their PIA (class A–B – high, class C–D – medium, class E–F – low).

*Source: Own study basing on research performed.*

Among the offers for entrepreneurs our particular attention was given to downloadable investment folders, brochures or movies, which presented benefits from locating an investment in defined spatial unit. In TC theory context such information has a certain value for entrepreneur as when it is not provided and location is considered, the information needs to be collected and analyzed either by entrepreneurs themselves or ordered as a service and paid for. New institutional economics analyses which alternative structures and activities of government reduce TC (Wojtyna, 2001). Referring to that, we have identified that almost 9% from all local regions in our research sample offered professional, downloadable folder, brochure or movie on investment benefits related to their spatial area.

We have found out that a part of these resources were prepared in several language versions. Among all the types of local regions investigated, those of high PIA (class A–B) offered such material on average in 23% of cases, whereas in relation to local regions of medium PIA (class C–D) and low PIA (E–F) this frequency dramatically decreased and ranged respectively from 11% to 1.5%. In our view as preparation of such materials is relatively non-intensive in terms of resources and costs, such low ratios among local regions with medium and low PIA are unsatisfactory and indicate room for sharing the best practices and improvement. Figure 3 presents details of the distribution of the answers received to question related to it.
4.2 Pro-entrepreneurial incentives of local government in the context of investment attractiveness

In our study we researched how many of investigated local regions communicate potentially required information for entrepreneurs in LG official websites, thus enabling access to this information, shortening the search time, and saving an enterpriser’s time.

General information related to starting a new business was communicated by 12% of all 277 investigated local regions. On average 19% of local regions with high PIA (class A-B) offered information about starting a new business in their official websites, whereas in relation to local regions with medium PIA (class C-D) and low PIA (class E-F) it was respectively 11% and 6%. It is worth to add, that only 3% of investigated local regions inform entrepreneurs through their websites about indirect advisory e.g. business consultancy, business plan consultancy, and for entrepreneurs this information seems to be really important from TC point of view. TC of enterprise, as mentioned above, can be reduced for instance by simplifying access to information on entrepreneurs located in local region. The electronic audit revealed surprisingly high percentage of investigated local regions (62%) communicating on their websites information about enterprises located or operating in their area (see figure 4)

The result are as follow: on average 80% of local regions with high PIA (class A-B), 63% with medium PIA (class C-D) and 53% of local region with low PIA (class E-F).
Among factors contributing to local region’s offer for entrepreneurs, we also noticed information on labour market and fairs and exhibition organized by LG. In relation to the first one, only 7% of all investigated local regions communicated the information about labour market (in the form of local business job offer) in their official websites. The same applies to fairs, exhibitions, economic missions or economic site visits (taking into account the interests of entrepreneurs). Only 6.5% of investigated local regions communicated that information in their websites.

To verify the hypothesis, we investigated if there is correlation between potential attractiveness investment of local regions and their pro-entrepreneurial behavior. To achieve it, we used a mystery customer research method. It referred to sending communication by entrepreneur to all local regions in our sample with request to support finding a business location, finding employees, finding place to purchase or rent for conducting business activity, availability of formal investment offer and readiness for a direct meeting. These aspects relate to TC of an entrepreneur which they need to bear when selecting and deciding on locating economic activity in a defined spatial unit. Therefore, answers to this set of questions were scored by us from 0 to 5 basing on the depth of the answer given to aspects mentioned above. We analyzed local regions which earned at least 4 points out of 5 points (80%) possible which is equivalent of a good grade in most common grading methodologies. A good grade among local regions of high PIA (class A-B) medium PIA (C-D) and low PIA (E-F) was earned by respectively on average in 14%, 6% and 8% of them. Relatively high demonstration thorough answers received by mystery customer from local regions of the highest PIA (class A) is less surprising that on average low PIA (class E-F) local regions achieved better results than those which PIA is of medium level (class C-D). Figure 5 presents the details.
We checked if local region representing particular classes from A to F (PIA) responded to the survey and to the mysterious customer more frequently as they have the higher PIA.

To achieve that we used Spearman rank test and as a result we have got a positive correlation between PIA indicator of particular local regions and their activity in responding for sent survey and for the mysterious stakeholder (‘Spearmans R=0.157, p=0.009). Local regions with higher PIA answer more frequently than the rest of local regions.

Moreover, the conducted research showed that the higher PIA the local regions have, there was the higher frequency of their answer for survey. The difference in mean values between classes is significant (p = 0.02) in the test of variance analysis Annova rang Kruskal-Wallis, what is presented in table 2.

Table 2. Breakdown Table of Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Answers to the number of questions (0-5) Means</th>
<th>Answers to the number of questions (0-5) N</th>
<th>Answers to the number of questions (0-5) Std.Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-B</td>
<td>1,315789</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1,794415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-D</td>
<td>0,751938</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>1,436309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-F</td>
<td>0,648352</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>1,361157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All groups</td>
<td>0,833935</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>1,508864</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own study basing on research performed.
On the basis of the research, it can be concluded that the class A-B stands out against the rest in terms of responses to the survey. There were dependencies between the PAI indicator and the frequency of responding to the electronic survey. From pro-entrepreneurial point of view the reaction of local regions on electronic survey was not so significant as the reaction for mystery customer. In the case of a response to the electronic survey by us, the LGs express their commitment to scientific and design issues, while the answer to the mysterious customer’s questions directly indicates interest in the entrepreneur.

Among all the samples of 277 local regions only 11% responded to the electronic survey, while 33.2% responded to the mysterious client question (see figure 6).

![Figure 6. Percentage of local regions from the research sample which actively participated in mystery stakeholder research and in electronic survey sent to official administrative representatives of the local regions in the sample. Presented in relation to PIA (class A-B – high, class C-D – medium, class E-F – low). Source: Own study basing on research performed.](image-url)
Figure 7. Percentage of local regions from the research sample which actively participated in mystery stakeholder research and in the digital survey sent to official administrative representatives of the local regions in the sample. Presented in relation to PIA and classes (class A, B, C, D, E, F).

Source: Own study basing on research performed.

We found out that the highest percentage of responses to both the electronic survey and the mystery stakeholder was noted by local regions representing class A (with the highest PIA) (see figure 7). In other groups, the relationship between the PIA class and responding survey and to mystery customer was not observed.

Conclusions

In the light of the research results, it can be stated that LGs play an important function in shaping the conditions of economic activity within the local regions. This is the way to control indirectly the activities of economic entities in compliance with the objectives of local economic development policies. As a part of the broadly understood LD, the LGs undertake many different efforts to make their local region attractive both for inhabitants and entrepreneurs (Lakshmanan and Chatterjee 2009).

Most of the LGs’ activities are focused on creation and development of technical infrastructure, institutional support and use of fiscal, financial and other incentives for entrepreneurs. The fiscal, financial and other incentives, despite being elaborated in scholar literature, are relatively non-utilized in practice of LGs we have examined. In the context of decreasing TCs for economic entities, the investment incentives saving entrepreneurs time or resources might impact the investment decision and preference toward a certain location. In our research sample only 2.5% of all the local regions investigated offered on their official websites documents, instructions or content which constitute a guide for starting entrepreneurial or investment activity in the local region. Moreover, only 3.5% of all the local regions investigated offered support in setting-up an economic entity through a direct contact and individual support.

Our research shows that the most popular investment incentives offered currently by the LGs in Poland are: tax reliefs, grants and subsidies. The most interesting non-fiscal and non-financial incentives of the local regions identified in our research refer to: support in preparation of business plan, business advisory and business
trainings, free of charge conference rooms for entrepreneurs, or free of charge accounting services for starting entrepreneurs arranged by the LGs.

As a result of statistical analysis of the collected source material, conducted with the application of Spearman’s rank test, Annova rang Kruskal-Wallis variation test a weak positive correlation between PAI and mystery applicant was observed which is the starting point for further research.

In the light of these arguments and results presented above, we believe that the LGs can, with relatively non-intensive resource usage, deploy a plethora of improvements decreasing the TCs for entrepreneurs to attract them and enable them to contribute to the LD process.

As part of the implementation of the adopted research objective, the verification of the hypothesis assuming the coexistence—the higher level of PAI, the higher level of readiness and reaction of the LGs — has also been carried out. Taking into account the results of the statistical tests we stated that the hypothesis (no 1.) concerning the dependence between the level of local regions PIA and the pro-entrepreneurial behavior has not been verified positively. In the investigated phenomena, the local regions from A-B PIA class not always demonstrated the highest intensity of the studied issues.

The assumptions resulting from the research objectives have also been implemented. We presented the list of the investment incentives offered by the local regions with the highest PIA. This information can be used by other the LGs in developing strategic development plans in the context of developing local businesses.

Finally, it is necessary to underline that our research was influenced by a relatively low level of return of the survey responses that is why our conclusions are relatively general. Moreover, correlation observed in the study can become the starting point for further research. We recommend involving the LGs in an in-depth investigation of entrepreneurial behaviour of the LGs in order to check their influence on the entrepreneur’s TCs as well as to improve mutual cooperation of LGs and business sector.
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